"change in works [of art]" as "struggles among agents and institutions whose strategies depend on the interest they have ... in the distribution of capital."9 A text, or a person, understood as an effect of such struggles, or as a node in a "field of force relations" (as Michel Foucault put it), cannot be called portable: it can be studied, explained, and even admired but not picked up and meaningfully separated from its component discourses, causes, or situation of origin.'1 Note, here, how well a metaphor from physics fits all these styles of explanation: entities which used to be thought solid objects are now explained by circulating energies (in language or in economic and social life). Unease inside and outside the academy about such explanations can be understood as anxiety about the fate of the human subject and also as anxiety about portability: if the works we study are nothing like parcels, what can we give our students to take away?"1 transformation, and translation of some 'thing' in language."13 Recent studies of high modern thought have examined other ways in which Virginia Woolf and Ezra Pound and their contemporaries regarded objects, movement, and space.14 Poets' attention to questions of portability speaks to current concerns, this article suggests, in ways which extend beyond one movement or moment and into a necessarily heterogeneous group of poems. The article begins by examining long-available poetic tropes of portability, tropes about objects, utterances, and persons that move from place to place. Portability in things, utterances, and persons drives key passages from Walt Whitman; later, more skeptical poets, among them Elizabeth Bishop, Paul Muldoon, and Lyn Hejinian, explore the limits of all three kinds of portability and the consequences for selfhood when they fail. More recent poets seek models through which to reconcile portable and nonportable concepts of things and selves. Adrienne Rich, I argue, learns to do so through her projects of political solidarity; August Kleinzahler instead finds conceptual resources in modern physics. These models, in turn, illuminate the efforts of recent critics to account both for the portable and for the context-dependent features of literary reading. Considering what and who can safely move from place to place, poets who take up matters of portability hint at answers to questions about objects and agency, and about how we make sense of what we read.
Brooklyn Ferry," Whitman famously declares, "It avails not, time nor place-distance avails not, / I am with you, you men and women of a generation, or ever so many generations hence.... Whatever it is, it avails not-distance avails not, and place avails not."16 As Whitman's lines stretch farther and farther away, 'avails' recurs, its sense unchanged, as if to prove his point about how far his poem and his persona could travel: to read Whitman rightly means in that poem (as elsewhere in Whitman) to understand and greet the man himself. 17 "Crossing Brooklyn Ferry" seems to predict its own travels through time and space to a reader who will appreciate it. Elsewhere, however, Whitman suspected that his poems might be incomprehensible from outside his own personal history, his time and place. "Whoever You Are Holding Me Now in Hand" warns readers who carry Leaves of Grass "when you go forth over land or sea" that these leaves conning you con at peril, For these leaves and me you will not understand, They will elude you at first and still more afterward, I will certainly elude you, Even while you should think you had unquestionably caught me, behold! Already you see I have escaped from you.18
Because we so often take modern poems to represent single or singular psyches, questions about portability can develop easily (as they do in those lines) into questions about the status of the self. Is it robust, integral, and portable, or dependent on contexts, liable to break down or to change utterly when moved? How far can we take a poem-and a person-before they cease to be what they were? Some poets consider these questions by examining the portability of objects. Writers have long imagined readers who transform, misinterpret, or misuse the material objects poems can send them. John Donne's future readers "in a time, or land, / Where mis-devotion doth command," might misinterpret his famous "bracelet of bright haire about the bone," taking it for a Catholic devotional object (rather than a love token) unless Donne writes "The Relique" to explain it. her "experience of outsiderhood" to "the way she locates herself in the world."20 Bishop recorded her own changing locations in part by becoming a poet of moving, cathected, and frangible objects: think of the souvenir wasps' nest in her late poem "Santarem," or of Uncle George's handed-down painting in "Poem." These moving objects chart the ways in which Bishop's characters maintain, or cannot maintain, their senses of self as they move. "Jeronimo's House" offers a clear example. Bishop's Jeronimo, a Cuban required by periodic hurricanes to move from one shack to another, transports an assortment of homely craft objects with him each time he has to flee. Bishop's poem describes "left-over Christmas / decorations," "four blue chairs / and an affair / for the smallest baby / with a tray," "two palm leaf fans," "an old French horn," and a radio. We might think these objects define a permanent settlement, until Jeronimo adds: When I move I take these things, not much more, from my shelter from the hurricane.21
Brought from shelter to shelter, "these things" become guarantors of a psychic stability which houses themselves can't provide, and they keep their meanings for Jeronimo each time he moves house. Bishop's poem called "Sestina" depicts a child in a "grandmother's house" as "September rain falls on the stove"; the grandmother tries to comfort the child, who insists on drawing pictures of houses.25 "The house" of the first, second, third, and fourth stanzas is the grandmother's, but when the child draws "a rigid house" and then "another inscrutable house," readers infer that the child remembers another house, her mother's. "Sestina" thus uses its repeated words as signs of attempted reassurance but also as signs of pathos and displacement: the almanac and the Marvel Stove with their stoic pronouncements-"It was to be," "I know what I know"-allude to the events that brought the child to this house, away from her mother's.
The words in "Sestina," like the child's drawings, thus seem, if not more durable, more portable than the shelters they represent. For Bonnie Costello, "Sestina" implies "an analogy between the condition of the traveler and that of the child," both of whom "find themselves in situations where the codes and frames of reference which have given them security break down."26 Despite the grandmother's real effort, nothing in the world of people and things provides adequate continuity, warmth, or shelter for the child, who keeps on drawing houses (and who refuses to utter any words herself). Children's selves (the poem suggests), by contrast to words, are only partly portable: they depend on stable environments. Bishop's repetition of words might even represent the child's (mute, internal) attempt to master 23 the loss of the persons and places which once told her where and who she was.
Adults in Bishop also discover that words are more portable than the things and persons they represent: her definitive poem of that discovery is the villanelle "One Art."27 Since Brett Millier's biography, we have known how closely the set of losses in "One Art" tracks those of Bishop's life: she advises her reader, like herself, to lose "places and names, and where it was you meant / to travel. None of these will bring disaster."28 A mother's watch (and a mother), "three loved houses," "two rivers, a continent" go, but the cycle of end phrases ("master," "disaster" 
III
From all these examples, a careful reader might derive this tentative principle: when things, words, and utterances can move around, recur, and retain their meanings, the poem that includes them can use them to stand for the portability, hence the continuity, of identity. Contrariwise, when things or utterances in poems lose or change their meanings from place to place, they can threaten, or stand for, a discontinuity of personal identity. These sorts of portability, then, show how "poetic reading" can be (as Allen Grossman has claimed) "a case of... the willing of the presence of a person": "discourse about poetry," for Grossman, is therefore "displaced discourse about persons."34 In the poems I have been describing, the portability of objects and utterances inside a lyric poem comes to stand for the portability of the person the poem represents, the ability of a speaking self to be recognizably the same as she grows older or moves from place to place. Frank O'Hara (like Donne) sometimes made vaulting promises in his love poems but at other times (again like Donne) considered himself and others creatures of circumstance, entirely alterable according to time, place, companion, or occasion. Both poets sometimes found, in this lack of integrity, grounds for paradoxical solidarity, since we and our lovers and the different people we will turn into (tomorrow or elsewhere) all remain in the same constructivist boat. O'Hara's 1960 poem "How to Get There" begins with the disconsolate poet waiting in the cold for a lover who has broken a date: "it is already too late / the snow will go away, but nobody will be there." The poem ends by imagining that nobody has the integrity to be portable, or to keep promises; people change too fast and too involuntarily: all can confess to be home and waiting, all is the same and we drift into the clear sky enthralled by our disappointment never to be alone again never to be loved sailing through space: didn't I once have you for my self?
West The formal components that stand out here include syncopated twoand three-beat lines, short declarative sentences, and prominent rhymes in irregular sequence, with some of the rhyming internal (packed/back/extracted). As in most of Ryan's poems, these features work to produce strong closure and to make the poem seem one unified, compact entity, itself closely "packed" with phonic echoes. The poem, and its general argument, thus seem exceptionally portable, a witty statement of a truth applicable anywhere-precisely the properties Ryan denies to "the self."
Part of the poem's surprise, then, lies in the way that its argument denies the homologies among "entity," speech, and speaker, among object, poem, and poet (or person), which its formal properties make plausible. Like Bishop's "Crusoe in England," Ryan's poem about loss and change becomes a poem about nostalgia in its etymological sense-pain (algia) about a journey home (nostos). "Extracted" from its origins, the self seems to make a furtive return, or else (as Ryan's metaphor changes) dissolves into "nothing." Her closing lines suggest that the self is "not an entity" with solid boundaries but instead the sort of thing measurable by "ratio"-a mathematical abstraction, a 45. Kay Ryan, "The Self Is Not Portable," Parnassus 25 (2001): 478. gas or a fluid; against this counterintuitive figure, Ryan furnishes the parodic precision that ends the poem. By suggesting with deliberate implausibility that Ryan knows exactly how much of the self inheres in its surroundings (and exactly how little of it does not), the poem suggests by contrast that we cannot know how much of the self survives the loss of its home-though we do know that "home" must matter a lot. Ryan, then, draws her tentative conclusion from the same dilemma that informed each one of the poems discussed above. We know that what we call "the self" seems to be represented in language, in poems, and we know that those representations do cross time and space; we cannot, however, know in advance just how much of the poem, or the self, gets changed en route.
IV
We have seen why poets might want to envision consistent and lasting objects, selves, and poems, and how ideas about portability can help them do so. Though the idea, and the trope, of portability as a figure for poems' lasting powers may be as old as antiquity, it seems also more important to modern poets than to their Romantic or early modern predecessors. If one reason has to do with the modern (or American) concerns described above by Taylor, Lawrence, and Auden, another has to do with the declining credibility of other models for poems' and poets' survival. One such model involves the language of permanence. Poets in Latin and English, and in many other languages, have liked to claim simply that their poems or their books of poetry would last forever-think of Horace's Odes 3.30 ("Exigi monumentum aere perennius") or Shakespeare's sonnet 55 ("Not marble, nor the gilded monuments") or Spenser's declaration, citing Horace directly, that "works of learned wits and monuments of Poetry abide for ever."46 Another venerable model of poetic work across time and space involves transcendence: a poem might endure not because individual human beings, in some place at some time, will go on reading it but because it has its essential being apart from any actual human society. Robert Herrick's much-anthologized poem of advice to himself, "To live merrily, and to trust to Good Verses," ends by declaring meritorious poetry both permanent and transcendent, able to survive the world's destruction: Pound's "Envoi," like the rest of his sequence, has occasioned controversy: How much of its apparent aestheticist outlook may be attributed to a discredited character named Mauberley and how much to Pound himself?63 One need not answer that vexed question to see how hard it is for this poem-compared to the predecessors it invokes-to promise itself or its lady that it will last: the poem's promise that Beauty, in general, will reach other times and readerships ("new ages") seems more important the more Pound's sense that his words or her beauty might last forever breaks down. Pound may even remember here not only Waller's "Go, lovely rose" but the same poet's less famous lyric about the supposed obsolescence of English: "We write in sand, our language grows / And like the tide, our work To describe a flock of blackbirds as a screen saver is to describe a semiportable, semisolid, wavelike, shifting thing-one which like any wave depends on its substrate (in this case, the screen, and the screen saver program). Whether it remains apparently solid or whether it dissolves into whatever gave rise to it-independent birds, wind currents, pixels-depends on the perceiver, or on chance. Kleinzahler therefore enjambs a line on 'move', where the birds are one action, then pauses on 'themselves', letting the birds multiply, separate, and stop. The semisolid, moving flock of blackbirds and the things in Green's room which Green sees as waves model a semiportable self. This self sometimes approaches us in lyric as a thing, a coherent psyche which (in Grossman's phrase) we greet. At other times, it seems to be a formation or a position we can occupy, what Altieri dubs a "sharable psychological structure."77 Kleinzahler uses the wave-particle duality (somewhat as Ammons uses "motion" and "action") to show how self can be sometimes a thing, movable and with integrity, and sometimes an effect, tied (as a waveform would be) to its substrate-a substrate which for Kleinzahler's character Green is sometimes his San Francisco, sometimes his damaged neurology, and sometimes his room. Harriet Davidson has suggested that Rich's "politics of location" "return ... agency to a subject both situated and contradictory"; Rich and Kleinzahler draw (respectively) on political thought and on physics to show how things, ideas, people, and poems can be altered over space and time and yet retain their identity and integrity. 78 These poetic models in turn anticipate, and might illustrate, contemporary theorists' responses to similar problems. Paul Jay recommends that contemporary critics turn, as Rich does, to "the space between cultural and geographic borders" in order to "find a methodological ... space between conventional discursive borders like 'essentialist/anti-essentialist,'" and Edward Said has famously asked present-day readers to imitate "the migrant or traveler."79 Wai Chee Dimock attempts a broader comparison among literary works, international border crossings, and the wave-particles of modern physics. For her, the works we read as literature are-like Kleinzahler's blackbirds or Green's armoire-"neither fully formed in space nor fully articulated over time"; they constitute "a class of objects that ... fail to restrict their resonance over time," instead "moving continuously."80 Against the sort of historicist critic whose "task ... is to lock [one original] context into place," Dimock proposes that literary works "be seen as objects that do a lot of travelling."81 These effects of resonance-we might call them mutable or partial portability-save literary works from imaginative confinement to the time, space, and cultural matrix where they originated.
As long ago as 1966, Frank Kermode suggested that literary and cultural thinkers had grown overfond of wave-particle complementarity: "In the end," he speculated, "one can imagine [that] Principle being used to establish a consonance between what is so and what is not so."82 Globalization and its metaphors now seem inescapable, in literary studies as much as anywhere else; that term, too, can raise more problems than it solves.83 Yet the analogies Dimock draws, the analogies which give Rich and Kleinzahler material for their poetry, may withstand these strictures, because they present themselves as analogies (rather than as philosophical explanations), and because they address, quite specifically, matters of movement through space and time-that is, of portability. The quantum analogy shows Kleinzahler, as analogies to political action show Rich, how we can live with apparently contradictory models of poems' and persons' movements in time and in social and physical space: how poems and persons both change and travel, experiencing and enduring, in Dimock's words, "duration and extension."84 Randall Jarrell quipped forty years ago that poetry and theory made bad partners: "The last demand we make of a philosophy (that it be interesting) is the first we make of a poem."85 It may be wrong to ask that poets solve, analytically or discursively, the intellectual problems of their era. Poets may, however, portray those problems, provid- 
